
Designo Graphy

Web Development for Travel Agency

PROJECT DETAILS

A Web Development

B Aug. - Sep. 2021

C Less than $10,000

D
"They worked thoroughly for the

betterment of their clients."

PROJECT SUMMARY

A travel agency hired Designo

Graphy Canada to create a

website and promote their

business. 

PROJECT FEEDBACK

A collaborative team, Designo Graphy

Canada was technologically adept in

development and design services. They

showed the importance of sticking to a

schedule, which ensured on-time delivery. 

Their accessibility and customer-centric

approach stood out in the workflow.
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Designo Graphy

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

West Travel Ltd. We are a travel agency. I am the owner/

manager of the business.

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Designo Graphy Canada, and what were your
goals?

We hire Designo Graphy Canada to develop our website to

promote our business.

E John Baseem
Manager, West Travel Ltd.

H 1-10 Employees

F Calgary, Alberta

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 5.0

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 5.0
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The Approach

How did you select Designo Graphy Canada and
what were the deciding factors?

We found them through reference. And we selected them

because of reasonable prices.

Describe the scope of work in detail, including the
project steps, key deliverables, and technologies
used.

Web design (premium theme), web development and logo

design.

How many people from the Designo Graphy Canada
team worked with you, and what were their
positions?

One, worked with the project manager.

The Outcome

Can you share any measurable outcomes of the
project or general feedback about the deliverables?

Designo Graphy has been found a very professional and

technologically advanced company in web development and

graphic designing. We have had a very good experience working

with them. The service they have rendered to us is really

remarkable and they have always delivered the assigned tasks on

time.

We wish them the best of luck in their future endeavours.

Describe their project management style, including
communication tools and timeliness.

We are impressed with their customer satisfaction efforts. They

are available even after office hours in case if there is something

weird with the website (for example cache issues etc)

Designo Graphy
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What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

They offer competitive/reasonable rates and do not compromise

on quality. They worked thoroughly for the betterment of their

clients.

Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?

I cant think right now.

info@designography.ca

4039034771

designography.ca

Designo Graphy
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